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This Way, Not That: Utilizing Broken Age to Teach Visual Rhetoric in First-Year Writing 

Introduction 

 While many instructors are comfortable keeping first-year writing courses aligned strictly 

with traditional essay writing inspired by traditional essay reading, 21st century students require 

more. Multimodality is present in students’ everyday lives and this presence should be 

represented in their classrooms. First-year writing instructors harbor a responsibility to students 

to engage in the teaching of multimodal texts, both through teaching students to critically think 

about multimodal texts as instructors would teach them to critically read traditional texts and 

through encouraging students to explore the process by which they create multimodal 

compositions. Bronwyn Williams acknowledges that students are already familiar with 

multimodal texts but that instructors fail to incorporate multimodality effectively when he writes, 

“While it shouldn’t surprise us that students are familiar with popular culture genres, it is not 

clear that we engage their knowledge effectively when it comes to multimodal literacy practices” 

(111). Although instructors increasingly expect students to create multimodal compositions, 

instructors sometimes fail to incorporate texts with which students are already familiar, like 

video games. Much scholarship addresses the role video games have had in classrooms outside 

of first-year writing programs, and many scholars also address the potential for video games in 

the classroom, but what instructors need now are specific, practical guides for using video games 

in the writing classroom. Utilizing video games, instructors could introduce the essential 
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components of visual rhetoric that aid students in crafting an easily navigable multimodal text. 

Specifically, a point-and-click video game like Broken Age by Double Fine Productions, could 

increase student awareness of the visual rhetoric required in some multimodal compositions and 

allow instructors to incorporate the kind of multimodality with which they wish students to 

critically interact. 

Why Bring Video Games to First-Year Writing? 

 Today’s students need instructors who are willing to explore media outside of those 

traditionally used within a first-year writing classroom. Erika Lindemann argues, “Teaching is a 

complicated rhetorical act, a process of communication that requires us constantly to realign our 

relationship to our students and the subject matter. How we teach is shaped by whom and what 

we teach” (253). Adaptability is key to teaching, and it is especially necessary as more variety of 

texts find their way into students’ lives. Students need instructors who will incorporate 

multimodal texts because multimodal texts are the texts students encounter. If instructors expect 

students to be critical readers, thinkers, and writers, instructors must be willing to change their 

coursework to meet students’ needs. Students now require curriculum and instructors who are 

willing to adapt to their complex needs in our changing culture, as J. Elizabeth Clark contends: 

  In an emerging Web 2.0 culture that privileges community and collaboration, we  

  need to work together to encourage our writing programs to develop extensive  

  curricular reviews that address digital literacy in the 21st century. We need to  

  work to help the profession embrace digital rhetoric not as a fad, but as a   

  profound shift in what we mean by writing, by literacy, and by cultural   

  communication. And what then? We need to be ready to morph—from a book  

  culture, to an online culture, to whatever comes next—so that our students are  
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  ready to meet the challenges that lie ahead, in whatever form they appear. (35) 

Instructors have a responsibility to prepare their students for the work they will do beyond the 

first-year writing classroom, and 21st century technologies have created a culture deeply 

connected with digital technologies. This means that students need instructors who are willing to 

incorporate those technologies in their classrooms: Yam San Chee, Swati Mehrotra, and Qiang 

Liu argue “To allow educators to better meet the changing needs of their students, tools that 

effectively integrate new media, such as digital games, and curriculum would be most helpful. 

Leveraging the attributes of interactivity, play, immersion, and rich experience, digital 

technologies can make a significant contribution to 21st century learning” (16). Digital 

technology and multimodal composition allow students to place themselves within the 

compositions they are reading, especially if that composition is a video game, which students are 

likely already familiar with from their experiences outside of their first-year writing classes. 

 Students are already interacting with video games regularly in their everyday lives, so 

incorporating those games into the first-year writing class could aid students in thinking critically 

about other types of multimodal texts they encounter. Many students have “difficulties 

conceptualizing the role that interactivity has in the process of consuming…media,” but utilizing 

video games within the classroom can help students combat those difficulties “while still 

remaining relevant to the more literary concerns of the curriculum” (Apperley 12). Instructors 

often limit themselves in meeting those “literary concerns” by only incorporating traditional texts 

in their classroom; however “establishing an analytic approach to interactivity in videogames is 

the first step in developing critical tools for the use and analysis of videogames in the English 

and Literacy classroom” (Apperley 13), and this analytic approach can then help students “think 

through the relationship between the game as designed, as an object, and the game as played” 
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(14). The game as design is likely where first-year writing classes should focus their attention, 

because games act as multimodal texts, and the design of those texts is becoming more integral 

to the first-year writing student’s experience. Further, Williams argues “it is essential for 

teachers, then, to not only think about the genres they want to teach students, but to also engage 

with students in terms of the genres they are already bringing to their writing. At this point we 

should think more explicitly about how we engage with popular culture genres when teaching 

students multimodal composing” (119). Instructors have a responsibility to consider how they 

can teach students to critically interact with the pop culture texts they encounter and how those 

texts impact students’ ability to compose multimodally. 

 If instructors know students are playing videos, which are multimodal compositions, and 

they know students should be able to compose multimodal texts, then they should attempt to 

create connections between the texts students encounter and the texts they create. Jonathan 

Alexander, previously the Director of the English Composition Program at a large Midwestern 

university states, “a recent survey of 1,118 first-year college students [at the aforementioned 

university] revealed that… students spent approximately six hours per week reading material on 

the Web and that nearly half of those surveyed (465) spent four hours per week playing video or 

computer games” (36). While Alexander’s survey focuses on a particular university and the 

specific numbers for other universities will vary, students are spending time playing video games 

outside of their classes, and this shows that students find value in these games; even if that value 

is strictly entertainment value, incorporating these games in classes as texts worthy of critical 

thinking allows students to think about the important choices the creators of entertainment must 

make as they compose. This type of critical thinking, Alexander argues, is possible because 

“games are… textually rich and… at the basic level, gaming involves multiple modes of writing 
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and a need to develop a sense of how text and visuals interact” (36). Ultimately, Alexander is 

excited about the possibilities for the incorporation of video games into the composition 

classroom, as are many instructors. 

 Despite Alexander’s excitement for the possibilities allowed by games in the classroom, 

Rebekah Shultz Colby, Richard Colby, and Matthew S. S. Johnson find many faults with his 

argument for games even though they utilize games in their own classrooms, claiming that “his 

view of our role as facilitators of such literate practices [as critically examining video games] in 

and beyond the classroom is somewhat idealized and therefore in need of additional critical 

attention (762). They believe Alexander neglects the role of the instructor in classes utilizing 

video games as he focuses only on the instructor as a “facilitator,” meaning they do not have an 

active role in critically thinking about the game before including it in their class but are there to 

help their students do this kind of thinking within the classroom. Colby, Colby, and Johnson cede 

that this facilitator role is “an example of decentering authority, which many scholars agree can 

be pedagogically productive,” but they contend that “a certain level of expertise…is necessary to 

teach with games” (762). Colby, Colby, and Johnson argue that a certain amount of literacy in 

gaming is necessary to teach games as multimodal texts, and they argue that this literacy means 

that not everyone should teach with video games: 

  We become better readers and writers of texts as we engage with texts (i.e.,  

  read/analyze and write and revise). If we consider games as texts but only read  

  them as outsiders, we may not be able to provide the feedback that our students  

  might need to further develop their writing and research. If we are not interacting  

  in literate and critical ways with the tasks we ask our students to perform, then  

  what is our place? If anyone can teach with games, then must we ask if anyone  
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  can teach composition (if all that is needed is a reader—one who isn't familiar  

  with the rhetorical situations or with the language and theory necessary to respond 

  productively and meaningfully)? (764) 

Instructors need to be able to complete the same types of activities they ask their students to 

complete. If they cannot complete those activities and gain the literacy necessary to critically 

interact with games, then they run the risk of not being able to assist their students with those 

critical thinking activities. A little familiarity with games and gaming literacy is necessary to 

teach with video games, especially in a first-year writing class, according to Colby, Colby, and 

Johnson. Gaming literacy and the literacy of multimodal texts can work together to produce 

instructors and students who think about game critically together, instead of students thinking 

with the instructor simply acting as a facilitator, as Alexander suggests. This literacy in games is 

largely assisted by a literacy in multimodality, specifically in the way visuals, sounds, and words 

can work together to produce a particular text. 

This interplay of text and visuals, especially as it relates to video games in the classroom, 

promotes part of a mega-literacy that incorporates textual, visual, and gameplay literacy, 

according to Jennifer deWinter. deWinter posits that “the player must be literate in visual 

interface so that they can understand everything at a glance” (79). Beyond being able to 

understand how to interpret what they see, player-readers must also be able to understand how to 

navigate through what they see and visual literacy should aid them in doing so. As we have a 

natural response to look toward animation, many creators use small animations to hint to the 

users where they should look and how they can manipulate the game to that end. This is 

particularly prevalent in point-and-click games like Broken Age from Double Fine Productions. 
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Broken Age in First-Year Writing 

Broken Age Act I shares the story of two teenagers, Vella and Shay, who are each trapped 

in circumstances they do not like. Vella is to be part of Maiden’s Feast, an annual festival 

wherein members of many communities sacrifice a teenage girl from each community to satisfy 

a monster known as Mog Chothra, and Shay is trapped on a ship traveling through space, forced 

to replay the same scenarios every day by his Mom-Computer, which controls the ship. Each 

find ways to try to break free from their particular circumstances throughout the game, as the 

player navigates through their stories via a series of point-and-click moves and puzzles. 

Because of its nature as a point-and-click game, Broken Age provides the player-reader 

with an interesting mixture of text, visuals, and sounds to guide the reader through the scenery 

and through puzzles, making it an excellent example of the potential for similar games in 

teaching the visual rhetoric necessary for students to create multimodal works. The player is 

initially prompted to choose Shay’s or Vella’s story to begin the game (see the opening scene of 

Broken Age: Act I, pictured left). 

However, the player is not given much 

help as to how you begin the game. 

This issue in gameplay is explained by 

Nicole Amare and Alan Manning as 

they explain the role of animation in 

visual rhetoric: “Animation becomes likewise confusing and tiring when several equally 

prominent objects move in several directions at once, or blink at different rates” (60). Everything 

in this initial scene is equally prominent, which makes it difficult for the player to make a choice 

until they notice that the cursor changes as the player moves it over areas of the game screen 
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which can be clicked to make said choice. Once the player realizes this, the player clicks either 

on Vella or Shay and begins the game. 

 Starting Vella’s section, the first signal is that of Vella’s younger sister yelling in search 

of her sister. The user interface of Broken Age does not make it clear how the player should wake 

Vella from her slumber to address her younger sister’s concerned exclamations; it becomes clear, 

yet again, if the player pays close attention to the cursor, that the player must click on Vella to 

wake her. Once the player wakes Vella, her younger sister appears, and the player must click on 

her to move Vella through the scene. In this scene, the makers of Broken Age employ visual 

rhetoric to clue the reader-player in on how to navigate the scene. As Amare and Manning argue, 

animation is key in this situation: “A blinking or moving object forces the eye to follow it, and 

mentally the object is separated from the background of fixed objects” (60). Asking students to 

think critically about the animation present in this scene will allow them to focus on how the one 

moving element—Vella’s sister—is the most important element, giving them the chance to focus 

on the role of hierarchy in digital multimodal texts. 

Similarly, when the player 

begins Shay’s story, they will find 

difficulty choosing where to click 

first. In the first scene of Shay’s 

story, his Dad-Computer is trying to 

wake him before his Mom-

Computer arrives (pictured right). The same concepts apply in this scene as in Vella’s initial 

scene with her little sister. The player should—hopefully—be drawn to the aspect of the scene 

which is most heavily animated and which is making noise. Because the Dad-Computer talks to 
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Shay, players should understand that he is the most important part of the scene and move their 

cursor toward him to see if it changes. When the cursor changes, they should be prompted to 

click on his face and make their way through more of Shay’s story. 

Overall, Broken Age is extremely subtle in its attempts to guide players to the right choice 

of clicks so that they may proceed through the story. If players make the wrong choice, there are 

no real consequences other than that players must then backtrack through the game so that they 

may make the “right” choice—the right choice being the choice that allows them to progress 

through the game. 

Using Broken Age in first-year writing would give students the chance to think 

specifically about their role as the player of the game. Because Broken Age is different from 

most popular video games in that it is a point-and-click adventure puzzle game and not an action-

packed first-person shooter game, it will give students the chance to really think about the 

rhetorical choices the creators made in creating the game. This critical thinking is the type of 

thinking instructors expect students to do with traditional essays, and that thinking should be 

expanded to include texts that students might regularly interact with outside of the writing 

classroom. Students’ choices within games are affected not only by their interactions with the 

game but by what they bring with them when they begin to play the game: “the cybertext is 

formed from a complex interaction of the actions permitted by the game, the player’s own 

ergodic choices, which are influenced by whatever predilections the students might bring to the 

game and the decoded meaning that the player gives to those choices” (Apperley 21). In order to 

understand the rhetorical choices of Broken Age, students must have had some instruction in the 

rhetorical situation and how that affects any given piece of composition. As the rhetorical 

situation for a video game is different than that of a traditional essay, instructors must have 
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discussions with their students about those differences and about how those differences affect 

their interactions with the game as a composition. 

 While Broken Age is a fine example of allowing players choice, it also provides only very 

subtle suggestions as to how the player should work through any given scene. This subtlety, 

bordering on poor, unnavigable design, then, is why Broken Age provides an excellent example 

of what/what not to do to first-year writers who are learning how to create multimodal texts that 

will be navigated by an audience who is initially unfamiliar with their purpose. Amare and Alan 

further note “the problem with strongly indicative elements arises when their effects are not in 

line with the intentions evident in the text” (60). Many first-year writing students have difficulty 

defining what it is that they should do to make their audience aware of their purpose—and of the 

best path—in their multimodal compositions. Studying games such as Broken Age will allow 

them to discover the choices made by others in creating multimodal texts, which will in turn 

allow them to think critically about their work and how to help their audience navigate that work. 

Conclusion 

 Having students think critically about their own ability to create multimodal texts through 

working through someone else’s multimodal text allows them the chance to consider 

composition as the writer/creator/producer and as the reader/player/consumer. Asking students to 

work through this process specifically with a video game allows them to “think through the 

relationship between the game as designed, as an object and the game as played—the subjective 

experience of the player” (14). To be the effective communicators instructors wish them to be, 

students must be able to understand the complex relationships between writer and reader and 

how those are different in a multimodal piece than they are in a traditional text-heavy, print-

based essay. As Thomas Apperley argues, “in audience-based studies of media ‘use’ and 
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‘consumption’ interactivity has been used to describe the process of the individual creating, or 

negotiating, their own meaning from a mass media broadcast” (14). In multimodal compositions, 

meaning-making relies heavily on the audience, and the better students understand that, the 

better they will be able to compose pieces that allow their audience to understand their message 

without relying on a rigid path through their piece. 

 This ability to choose a path, rather than following one explicitly laid out by the creator 

of a piece, affects the readers of multimodal piece, and this impact becomes clear in video games 

such as Broken Age, where players are given agency but only enough that they can follow a path 

to get through the game the creators intended. Video games provide an interesting mix of creator 

intention and audience construction. Apperley posits, “the encoding/decoding highlights an 

important issue in the use of videogames in the English classroom; that audiences are active 

constructors of textual meaning” (16). Students will act as the encoders of their own multimodal 

work, but to be effective encoders, they must also be critical decoders. Further, deWinter argues 

that video game literacy allows students the chance to think critically about their actions within 

the game and how those are affected by their actions outside of the game: 

  Videogame literacy is important to acquire because it further expands a definition  

  of literacy that is multimodal, incorporating and combining visual and textual  

  literacies with gameplay and interface literacies. It also resituates how game  

  scholars understand the role of the player-decoder. Videogames require players to  

  interpret semiotic codes and act—both inside and outside the game   

  environment—based on those codes. (87) 

The interpretation of these codes allows students even more access to their own thoughts and 

feelings about how to create multimodal texts. For example, if they experience something in-
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game that they believe to be frustrating, they will have the chance to remedy that in their own 

creations. They will be able to interact with the game as a piece of multimodal composition, 

judge whether the visual rhetoric employed by the game helped them progress or deterred their 

success in the game, and they will be able to make different rhetorical choices in their own 

compositions. 

 Students must understand the relationship between themselves, their creations, and their 

audiences’ understanding. Utilizing video games in the composition classroom, especially to 

teach multimodal composition, will allow students the chance to interact critically with a format 

they are likely already familiar with, and this interaction will allow them to be more critical of 

their own work as writers of multimodal texts. If instructors expect students to be effective 

writers, they must teach them to be effective readers, and as we progress into an ever more 

online culture, being an effective reader means being an effective creator who can interact with 

many audiences while being part of an audience who is aware of others’ rhetorical choices. 

 Although Broken Age is not a perfect multimodal composition as far as its representation 

of visual rhetoric, its interface can allow students to work through any difficulties they may have 

while considering their role as the decoders of the game’s messages. Students who are able to 

understand video games as multimodal compositions will be able to apply the same concepts to 

other multimodal works, giving them the advantage of critical thinking. This advantage, then, 

will allow them to be better communicators and more easily navigate 21st century composition 

and communication. Instructors have a responsibility to their students to provide the skills 

necessary to critically interact with their world. Their world involves video games, so their 

composition classrooms should, too.  
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